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Toilet-hunt on the go, Using BBMP's App

BENGALURU: On Wednesday, Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) is
launching a smartphone-based application to help people locate e-toilets in the
city.

Mayor Manjunath Reddy is expected to launch the app. Speaking to Express, a
BBMP official said there are currently 75 e-toilets in Bengaluru. They require less
water and can be flushed using a button. Users will be charge using a coin
vending machine.

BBMP, in association with private agencies, developed the app at a cost of `4 crore.
The e-toilets have been mapped out using GPS technology. “We will start with e-
toilets and in the coming days, we will include regular nirmala souchalaya toilets
as well,” the official said.

There are more than 500 public toilets in BBMP limits that are maintained by
private agencies. As part of Swachh Bharath Abhiyan, funded by the Central
government, they will also be included in the app in future.

The app will soon allow users to rate the toilets. “Once
the user locates the public toilet using the app, he or
she will be given the option to give it one to five stars.
This will give us a fair idea on how our toilets are
maintained. We can then alert the officials
concerned,” the official said.

BBMP authorities are planning to take the help of
private agencies to construct more toilets. “In Delhi,
private agencies construct and maintain toilets. The
corporation doesn’t pay them a single rupee. Instead,
the agencies make money by putting up
advertisements in the toilets. We are checking if we
can adopt a similar model,” the official added.
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